Window shutters.
Just smart

Griesser window shutters.
Just reliable and innovative
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ENVIRONMENT
Reduced CO2 emission thanks to automated window shutter systems.
We support worldwide climate protection by financing myclimate projects.

ENERGY
Reduced energy requirement for cooling in summer thanks to optimum sun
protection.
Reduced energy requirement for heating in winter thanks to exploitation of
solar radiation.
Reduced energy requirement for lighting thanks to optimum exploitation of
daylight.
Reduced energy requirement for the
window shutter system thanks to
reduced stand-by electricity consumption.

COMFORTABLE TEMPERATURE
Automatic sun protection avoids overheating,
helps to keep the room temperature
and climate constant,
and improves motivation and enthusiasm.

Window shutters will not only help to prevent overheating and blinding, they also
save energy. In summer, when the sun is shining and it's hot outside, window
shutters in front of your windows are worth their money because they keep the
heat out. This creates a comfortable room temperature thus saving money being
spent on electric cooling systems. In winter, an intelligent control system guides
the sunlight into your rooms and reduces your heating costs. This is good for your
purse-strings and for the environment too. The construction and utilisation of buildings account for more than 40 percent of Europe's primary energy consumption.
Window shutter systems can – if they're automated and correctly controlled – reduce the required energy by 10 percent. A reduced cooling load in summer makes
up two thirds of this, while the remaining third is due to lower heating requirements
in winter. Griesser control systems automatically open or close your shutters depending on the weather and the light incidence angle.

Just smart
Our innovative products, perfect in design, function and sophisticated technology,
are the results of many years of experience and product development. Preassembled fitting elements and clever installation systems make Griesser window
shutters quick and easy to install - an advantage especially in terms of the time
and effort required.

Just convincing
The quality of Griesser window shutters and drive systems is not just something
to see and experience, we also have the certificates to prove it. The certified quality management according to ISO 9001:2008 is essential. It guarantees reliable
high-quality products for our customers. Griesser window shutters are very installation-friendly, nearly maintenance-free and incredibly durable. Also, the options for
design and colour schemes are almost without limits.
Hand in hand from planning to realisation: Griesser not only has the technology
required for custom-made solutions, but also has the employees with excellent
know-how. From the planning phase to the eventual realisation, Griesser will assist
you with extensive competence and solutions tailored especially to your specific
object.
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Griesser window shutters.
Just slide it
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Sophisticated technology and perfect manufacture are of utmost importance for
sliding shutters. High aesthetic demands and a timeless design make sure Griesser
sliding shutters are suitable not only for modern architecture. The smooth integration of sliding shutters into the façade is an especially ingenious extra. Griesser
realises custom-made technical solutions for maximum convenience.
SLIDING SHUTTERS –
SETTING HIGHLIGHTS
A modern construction detail for façade
design
Elegant design
Unlimited colour palette
Corrosion-resistant
High quality
Break-in protection
Space-saving
Water-repellent
Established integrated technical solution

Design and technology
The high aesthetic demands, ground-breaking manufacturing quality and perfect
functionality of our window shutters have made Griesser, over the years, one of the
leaders in window shutter technology.
A particularly important element for sliding shutters are the fittings. They are constantly exposed to the elements and have to cope with extreme temperature variations between summer and winter. In Griesser's range of independent systems
you‘ll find the perfect fitting solution for every object. We have all these fitting
systems in stock and available at all times.

A wide range
Griesser has developed a wide range of special sliding shutter models. But there
are also many hinged shutter models that can be used as sliding shutters. Griesser
impresses not only with standard sliding shutter models and numerous possible
combinations, but also with special custom-made solutions.
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Griesser window shutters.
Just fold it
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Inspiring architectural elements: Easy to use, accurate and reliable - that's how
Griesser shear folding shutters and sliding bi-fold shutters present themselves
while combining convenience and modern design. They make an architectural
statement and offer interesting possibilities as an attractive and space-saving
alternative.
SHEAR FOLDING SHUTTERS AND
SLIDING BI-FOLD SHUTTERS –
GROUND-BREAKING TECHNOLOGY
Architectural accents
Unlimited colour palette
Fade-resistant
High quality
Additional screen and windbreak
Break-in protection
Space-saving
Water-repellent
Available with modern drive technology

Sliding bi-fold shutters with modern electric drive systems
A world innovation developed by Griesser - the first electric drive system for shear
folding shutters convinces with its design, practicality and easy use as well as with
its price. This patented innovation sets a new and unique highlight on the market
for shear folding shutters.
Shear folding shutters for special lighting moods and shading effects
With Griesser shear folding shutters, you can change the opening angles to alter
light and shade effects and set the mood in your rooms. When opened, the shear
folding shutters are at right angles with the wall. Even when half-opened, their
screening and windbreaking effect remains. State-of-the-art electronic drive and
control systems guarantee easy handling. Almost all standard hinged and sliding
shutters can also be used as sliding bi-fold shutters.
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Griesser window shutters.
Just open it
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HINGED SHUTTERS – THE CLASSIC
Unlimited colour palette
Hundreds of model combinations
High quality
Easy installation thanks to patented
fittings
Water-repellent
Durable
Corrosion-resistant
Break-in protection
Suitable for buildings of historic interest
Round archs, decorative elements,
dummy shutters
Custom-made models

As individual as you
Dozens of hinged shutter variants are available. Griesser window shutters show
excellence not only through short delivery times but also due to the extensive combination of options possible. The continuous development of technology, quality
and design expands not only our model palette, but also improves the state of the
art technology. Novel products and the best possible functionality and quality are
Griesser's top priorities.

Classic or ultramodern
Griesser's standard range of hinged shutters comprises ten models and more than
40 variants. They include classic designs that fit in harmonically with traditional
townscapes as well as models that are just perfect for modern architecture.

Countless variants
Our design elements for hinged shutters can be combined with almost all of our
standard models. The models can be modified in any way you want. Special shapes,
lock installation, notches, etc. can be adapted to your wishes and requirements.
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Griesser colours and effects without limits.
Just individual
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POWDER-COATED. JUST DURABLE
Powder-coated aluminium has proven to be an environment-friendly, cost-efficient
and durable alternative to varnished aluminium. It is impact-resistant and weatherproof. Excess powder is suctioned off during the coating process and recirculated
for economic use - a method that is both resource-and environment-friendly. The
highly resistant powder coating (Qualimarine Seaside Class) makes aluminium shutters completely maintenance-free. They retain their original appearance and will
never have to be repainted.

COLOURS
Select a colour scheme for your window shutters that reflects your wishes, emphasises the building's architectural character and creates a personal atmosphere. Our
developers, planners and painters are always looking forward to a challenge. The
sky's the limit for your colour selection - we present the standard colours in four
collections based on natural elements. “Glass and Stone“, “Sun and Fire“, “Water
and Moss“ and “Earth and Wood“ represent unique colour accents.

RAL, NCS, VSR, Pantone, metallic colours and wood effects
Griesser's colour palette leaves nothing to be desired - it leaves scope for all kinds
of special requests and individual creative freedom.

Wood materials, façade panels and fabrics. Just all-round
Beside individual colour schemes, there are a variety of structural options possible.
Our wood effect décor is unique: Not only does it look amazingly natural, it is also
highly weather-resistant.
Unusual material combinations add to the wide variety of Griesser window shutters.
From individual prints on Soltis fabric covers to fin shutters made of acrylic glass
or Fundermax – there are almost no limits for our customers' wishes.

COLOURS AND EFFECTS
RAL
NCS
VSR
Pantone
Metallic
Wood décor
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Window shutters. Just smart
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